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Crimes and Misdemeanours and Match Point (Woody Allen, 1989, 2005) and A 

Place in the Sun (George Stevens, 1951); plus Scoop (2006) 
 

Shakespeare recycled his material, so there’s no reason why lesser artists shouldn’t: 

 

 
 

MARTIN LANDAU: My murder story has a very strange twist ... Let’s say there’s this man who’s 

very successful. He has everything … [CUT TO ANOTHER SCENE] … and after the awful deed 

is done, he … he finds that he’s plagued by deep-rooted guilt: little sparks of his religious 

background which he’d rejected are suddenly stirred up. He hears his father’s voice, he imagines 

that God is watching his every move. Suddenly it’s not an empty universe at all but a just and 

moral one, and … he’s violated it. Now he’s panic-stricken. He’s on the verge of a mental 

collapse, an inch away from confessing the whole thing to the police. And then one morning – he 

awakens! The sun is shining, and his family is around him, and mysteriously the crisis has lifted. 

He takes his family on a vacation to Europe and is at once pacified – he’s not punished. In fact he 

prospers. The killing gets attributed to another person, a drifter, who has a number of other 

murders to his credit, so, I mean, what the hell, one more doesn’t even matter. Now he’s scot-free. 

His life is completely back to normal. Back to his protected world of wealth and privilege. 

 

 It’s from Crimes and Misdemeanours, and Landau has persuaded his brother to hire a hit-

man to kill his mistress (Angelica Huston). In Allen’s latest, this idea is recycled, but with 

variations. Jonathan Rhys-Meyers, much younger and creepier than Landau in the earlier film, 

and with no social role to redeem him, doesn’t hire a hit-man, but kills his pregnant girlfriend 

(Scarlett Johansson) by himself, even setting up an innocent bystander who’s to be killed too 

so it will look as if it’s robbery-related. He, like Landau, gets away with it, and goes back to 

his pregnant wife, and his protected world of wealth and privilege. 

 Allen’s self-lift disguises a more important lift, for what he has done is taken the plot of 

George Stevens’ 1951 A Place in the Sun,
1
 given the protagonist a better social start by 

making him a tennis pro instead of a bellhop, casting Rhys-Meyers as Montgomery Clift, 

Emily Mortimer as Liz Taylor, and Scarlett Johansson as Shelley Winters – and showing evil 

triumphant. Parallel love-scenes in the pouring rain alert us: although A Place in the Sun is the 

Movie where All the Kissing’s Done with Back to Camera. The parallels continue: Winters 

gets pregnant, just as Johansson does; Clift holidays with his uncle (in fact with Taylor); Clift 

– with more of a dumb, helpless conscience than slimy, plausible Rhys-Myers, lies and shifts 

as we watch, and has to receive ghastly telephone calls from his mistress, which he answers 

with mendacity. Rhys-Meyers really murders his girlfriend: Clift may mean to, but when it 

                                                 
1: I’m grateful to Jonathan Gross for drawing this borrowing to my attention. 
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happens it’s in fact an accident. Clift’s place in the sun would have been with piss-elegant, 

status-obsessed fifties American bourgeois, and Stevens often shoots his glum self-loathing 

against backgrounds of their partying. There’s nary a trip to the opera in sight: such culture-

forays will perhaps alleviate the guilt of Rhys-Myers, even though he and his new upper-class 

English family appear to attend mostly Covent Garden piano-rehearsals (see below). 

 But Match Point is, like A Place in the Sun, solemn and monolinear. Crimes and 

Misdemeanours has a first-equal plot about Allen himself as an unsuccessful film-maker who 

loses the woman he loves (Mia Farrow), to the beastly brother-in-law (Alan Alda), who also 

fires him. It gives you more variety, and it gives you jokes. This is the film where Allen 

describes the showbiz ethic as “dog doesn’t return other dog’s phone-call”. It gives you 

perspective. Sam Waterston as the Rabbi may be going blind, but he still knows the universe 

is ultimately moral. Or is his blindness a metaphor for his philosophical / ethical naivety? 

 There are no jokes in Match Point, and I wondered at times whether Allen, seduced by 

BBC and other limey money into crossing the Atlantic, wasn’t a bit over the top in the 

humourless, unsatirical way he portrays the Blairite ambiance of money, tennis, opera-going 

and covert assassination for which his protagonist is such an advert. Few U.K. film-makers 

would be able to resist taking a few swipes: but here, Brian Cox, as the hero’s millionaire 

father-in-law, (a) doesn’t look the part at all, (b) has some unconvincing lines, and (c) the 

scenario seems to support his capitalist ethic. Nothing wrong with being this stinking rich, 

says the film, as long as your morals are clean – as though, if you were that rich, they ever 

could be. 

 Rhys-Meyers and his loving wife (Emily Mortimer), are looking around their new 

apartment. The camera pans – and it’s on the south bank of the Thames, with a view of 

Lambeth Bridge and the Houses of Parliament! The audience when I saw it (this afternoon), 

fell about with outrage at the realisation of just how impossibly wealthy these people were 

supposed to be: but Allen didn’t seem to find it incongruous. 

 

    
 

 There are very odd details. Why, when they go to see Traviata and Rigoletto at Covent 

Garden, are the singers accompanied only by a piano, although when they go a third time the 

orchestra is back? How does Johansson, an out-of-work actress from Boulder Colorado, 

temping as a shop-assistant in the West End, afford a plush apartment with a medium-sized 

library? 

 Allen is often at his best when satirising pseuds – people who parade cultural 

understanding while demonstrating in the same breath that they have none. Here, he seems to 

be a pseud. Rhys-Meyers is seen once reading Crime and Punishment; once, of all things, the 

Cambridge Companion to Dostoievsky. Now in C&P the hero murders his landlady because 

he thinks he’s beyond the categories of good and evil. Not so Rhys-Meyers, who, like 

Montgomery Clift, just wants his pregnant girlfriend out of the way because she’s a millstone 

round his neck. The motives are quite different. Why, therefore, Crime and Punishment? The 

actual killing is done with the Vengeance Duet from the end of Act II of Otello on the 

soundtrack – why? Rhys-Meyers isn’t jealous – he’s closer to Iago than Othello / Otello in 

himself, so the enormous musical reference makes no sense. Is it really just there because it 

sounds dramatic? In Crimes, the murder is accompanied by a Schubert string quartet, so you 

can’t associate its drama with distracting characters from other scripts. 
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 Why, when we’ve seen Rhys-Meyers steal a bracelet, and when the bracelet bounces off 

the embankment railing, digitised but visibly a bracelet, do the police (very clever plot-point, 

I agree), say later that it’s a ring? 

 Didn’t the casting people see that to have John Fortune as Rhys-Meyers’ chauffeur would 

set up TV resonances which will have the audience expecting comedy where none’s to be 

forthcoming? When we’re about to meet the investigating policeman – and he’s James Nesbitt 

– the audience when I saw it laughed outright before Nesbitt had said a word. In Crimes, the 

casting of the supporting roles is spot-on: see how closely Jerry Orbach as Landau’s brother 

(“he lives in the real world”), resembles Landau. 

 As Rhys-Meyers get in deeper and deeper, the plot becomes gripping: but there are 

miscalculations of tone and texture which make Match Point seem a much lesser film than 

Allen’s older stuff. Unless, bearing in mind the parallel with A Place in the Sun, you assume 

he’s making a political point. In 1951 America, if you were a murderer even in intention, like 

Montgomery Clift, you wouldn’t get away with it (especially with Raymond Burr prosecuting 

you): but in 2005 England – a colony and imperialist accomplice of 2005 America – you get 

away with murder all the time, as a thing of routine. 

 This would be the first time a Woody Allen film carried a political point. 

 

———————— 

 

Scoop (2006) is terrible, but not so terrible as to merit being withheld from a U.K. release, as 

has been the case – I watched an American DVD on my laptop, and anticipate its appearance 

on late-night BBC4. The (off-screen) death of Allen’s own character – he’s a very bad 

American magician in England, who’s never got used to driving on the left – looks like a 

confessional metaphor for his continued failure as a writer to come to terms with the foreign 

culture which even upper-crust London society obviously still is to him. This cardinal 

weakness is seen above all in the dialogue given to Hugh Jackman as the hero / villain 

(“Nobody talks like that!”). One admires the aplomb with which Jackman says his 

embarrassing lines, even while cringing, and wondering if he never felt the need to ask for a 

few cuts and rewrites. 

 

 
 

 The plot, which Allen has said is from the Thin Man movies, is in fact from Hitchcock’s 

Suspicion and Notorious. There’s even a rack of wine-bottles sticking out of the cellar wall at 

one point; and though Jackman doesn’t ascend any staircases with glowing glasses of milk, 

he’s obviously Cary Grant to Scarlet Johanssen’s Joan Fontaine (though in the last reel he 

tries without success to be Montgomery Clift to her Shelley Winters). 
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 The whole thing is a vehicle for Johanssen, and as she’s bright as a button, one would 

think it would sell on her name alone. She’s a journalism student in the U.K. for some reason, 

and has, as her role-model, Rosalind Russell from His Girl Friday. Alerted by a message 

from the beyond that Jackman is a serial killer, she teams up with Allen (pretending he’s her 

father) and attempts to corner Jackman, ending up in bed with him … the plot’s silly but is 

meant to be – no gestures towards Dostoievsky here to make you wonder whether Allen’s 

gone off his head. 

 Several distinguished thesps hang around the corners of the screen – Richard Johnson, 

Julian Glover, Paula Wilcox, John Standing: this must be the smallest role Rupert Frazer ever 

had. Their presence is another embarrassment, for, like the people who queued up to be in 

Hitchcock’s Frenzy, they obviously thought they would be working for a master. Either that 

or (more likely), they’re desperate for the bread. 


